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‘A Measure of Disquiet’: British Missionary Responses to African Colonial Issues, 1945-531

Study of missionary activity, like the activity itself, tends to an emphasis on events on the ground, as
it were. This paper looks away from the mission field, not with the intention of neglecting it, but with
the intention of focusing attention upon missionary activity at the home base. It was here, principally
(though not exclusively) in London, that missionaries might lobby politicians, government ministers
and officials with the aim of influencing issues which they considered of particular importance. The
issues with which this paper will be concerned are those of race and nationalism in central and
southern Africa during the years 1945 to 1953.

When missionary resources were scarce, as they invariably were, priorities had to be agreed. A focus
on the missionary home base offers an opportunity to examine how missionaries prioritised their
responses to certain colonial issues. These responses evolved through a process of consultation
between field and headquarters. This might necessitate a reconciling of the specific needs and
priorities of one missionary society with the priorities of the British missionary movement as a whole.
The interaction between the individual and collective needs of British missionary societies has been
described – by missionaries – as a process of ‘recurrent struggle between self-interest and mutual
responsibility’.2  And while missionaries in Britain engaged with the secular world of politics and
politicians, the missionary movement itself was also possessed of a particularly “political” dimension.

No less than the central or imperial state, the representative Protestant British missionary body, the
CBMS (the Conference of British Missionary Societies) relied on the expertise of satellites in the
field. The local organisation with which this paper will be most concerned (although reference will
also be made to Scottish missions) is the LMS (the London Missionary Society), an essentially
Congregationalist Society founded in 1795 and with extensive commitments in India, China, the
Pacific and – not least – central and southern Africa. The staff of the LMS were particularly attuned to
the peculiarities of this last region, not least with regard to the question of race relations and the
influence of the Union of South Africa on its neighbouring or near-neighbouring territories, several of
which were, of course, British “spheres of influence”. These were the High Commission Territories of
Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland, the Protectorates of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland and
the self-governing colony of Southern Rhodesia. Post-war political developments in these areas would
compel the interest – and the involvement – of LMS staff, both in the field and in London.

Deny, as some amongst them might, any close association with it, British missionaries, both in Britain
and in the field, were nonetheless involved in a “political” relationship with the imperial and colonial
state, principally through their provision of educational and other “social” services on behalf of
government. This arrangement had – possibly – facilitated the spread of missionary evangelism and –
definitely – assisted mission finances. It was an arrangement that was however to come under
increasing strain in the years after the war, as, first, the effects of governmental review of its role in
the provision of colonial social services began to take effect and, second, as Africans expressed
dissatisfaction with the missionary presence in the colonies, either with the limitations of its
educational services, or with its reluctance to support African nationalism. In their responses to
colonial issues British missionaries had to weigh up changing developments in both Britain and
Africa. This need would impose a considerable strain upon individual Societies such as the LMS and
on the collective capabilities of an organisation such as the CBMS.

                                                          
1 This paper was first delivered in the Imperial History seminar at the Institute of Historical Research,
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* * *

Amongst colonial issues, the “race question” had long attracted the interest of religious and secular
humanitarian interest groups in Britain. The inter-war period had been notable not only for missionary
intervention on the matter but also for missionary influence on British colonial policy. The General
Secretary of the IMC (the International Missionary Council), J. H. Oldham, had been instrumental in
the drafting of the Devonshire Declaration of 1923 and in the ‘hijacking’, as it has been described, of
the Hilton Young Commission’s Report on “closer union” in east and central Africa in 1929.3

Oldham’s work in this and other areas, principally that of African education, was instrumental in the
creation of a modus vivendi between missionaries and the Colonial Office in British Africa during the
1920s and 1930s.4

Oldham’s efforts had seen the integration of the missionary imperatives of evangelism and
humanitarianism into the mechanisms of “trusteeship”. By 1939 however the concept of “trusteeship”
was about to be overhauled and renamed – re-emerging as the policy of “partnership”. By 1945
colonial affairs in general – and the affairs of institutions associated with them – such as missionary
societies – were coming under increasing scrutiny. Missionary links with government took on, in the
aftermath of war, the appearance of collaboration. Africans displayed an increasing scepticism of –
and hostility to – the missionary presence in the colonies. In Britain the missionary claim to provide
the best representation of African interests itself came under challenge from an increasing variety of
secular and religious interest groups as Africans themselves sought to widen and prioritise their own
British political contacts.

As Oldham had known, the missionary ability to influence colonial issues depended upon the quality
of its political contacts. Such contacts – particularly with the Colonial Office – had facilitated
missionary involvement with educational and humanitarian policymaking. But from 1943 onwards
Colonial Office policymaking with regard to Africa became increasingly determined, apart from
economic considerations, by the need to forestall both incipient nationalism and international criticism
of British colonial rule.5 The subsequent instigation of new education and welfare schemes for the
colonies was perceived by many missionaries as a threat to their interests.6 The capacity of British
missionaries to continue to influence colonial issues might be seriously diminished by the combined
effects of a chronic scarcity of mission resources, changes in the nature of official policymaking, and
the determination of Africans to act on their own behalf or through secular agencies – rather than
through missionary intermediaries. Missionaries, it appeared, would need to re-assert themselves – in
“political” terms. The race issue might provide one means of doing so. At the war’s end however it
was unclear how missionary “political” interests might best be served – by continued alignment with
the imperial and colonial state upon which they remained financially dependent – or with an emergent
African nationalism whose capacity for “moderation” they considered doubtful in the extreme.

* * *

As pre-war social unrest on the Rhodesian Copperbelt and in the West Indies had shown – to
government and missionaries alike – colonial neglect could not be allowed to continue. The CBMS
welcomed the Colonial Welfare and Development Act of 1940. Missionaries had themselves received,
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(also in 1940) ministerial approval of the continuing value of their work to colonial societies.7 It was
within this context of wartime official approval that they sought ways and means by which they might
continue, even with limited resources, to enhance the spiritual – and social – well-being of colonial
peoples. One aspect of African affairs that gave particular concern was the influence of the South
African Prime Minister, Jan Smuts, on British colonial policy. It was believed that Smuts would use
South African participation in the war as a lever to extract territorial concessions from Britain. He had
long coveted the High Commission Territories in particular. British missionaries viewed the
possibility of their incorporation into the Union with ‘grave disquiet’ involving, as it undoubtedly
would, the spread of what were described as ‘South African traditions’ such as the colour bar.8

Consequently, they were determined that missionary influence should be brought to bear on any post-
war settlement involving colonial affairs in southern Africa.

Whilst the commitment of the British government to colonial welfare and development was duly
renewed in 1945, no similar commitment was forthcoming with specific regard to race relations in the
colonies. Such was the concern of British missionaries on this score that, after considerable
deliberation, the CBMS issued a public statement “The Colour Bar and Race” in March 1945.9 Such
statements were infrequent and slow to prepare – they were invariably preceded by a lengthy process
of consultation. But they were indicative, not merely of missionary concern, but of the extent of
missionary agreement and resolve on specific issues. This statement demonstrated the extent of their
fears, not only of South African expansionism, but also of moves on the part of Rhodesian settlers
towards their long-cherished goal of amalgamation of Northern and Southern Rhodesia. It was by no
means clear however what steps British missionaries would, or could, take to influence the British
government on these issues. If the inter-war period had been characterised by missionary ability to
instigate action with regard to colonial matters, the post-war period would see instead an increased
tendency amongst missionaries to await developments before responding.

* * *

Prepared as they were to respond to South African overtures to Britain on the subject of the High
Commission Territories, British missionaries were uncertain of the need to respond to Smuts’s
petition to the newly-created United Nations, in early 1946, for the incorporation of the mandated
territory of South West Africa into the Union of South Africa. On the face of it no response appeared
necessary; not only was South West Africa politically unconnected with Britain, the area lacked a
British missionary presence. The issue was however about to enter the orbit of the British missionary
movement in an unexpected way.

To the formidable and politically astute acting regent of the Bangwato people of Bechuanaland,
Tshekedi Khama, Smuts’s actions appeared a portent of things to come with regard to his own
domain. He resolved to take the matter personally to the UN, not, as the government of India had
already done to such effect (ultimately negating Smuts’s efforts), because of the race question, but as
the ostensible representative of the Herero people of South West Africa. Tshekedi’s intentions were
viewed with alarm by government officials in Pretoria and London who were equally determined that
the UN should not become a platform for colonial malcontents. It was the frustrating of his attempts
to visit London and New York that caused Tshekedi to turn to representatives of his local British
missionary society – the LMS – the London Missionary Society.10
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LMS mission stations, churches, schools, hospitals and farms were scattered throughout parts of
South African territory, Bechuanaland and the Rhodesias. The Society was however the sole Christian
provider of spiritual counsel to the Bangwato and had maintained a special relationship with them
since the 1860s. In 1935 it had provided considerable assistance to Tshekedi in repelling attempts by
Rhodesian mining interests to expand into Bechuanaland. But South West Africa was outside the
Society’s jurisdiction, so to speak. Tshekedi’s request – that it lobby the Dominions Office on his
behalf – placed LMS officials in a quandary. Such lobbying hardly seemed to be in the interests of
either the Society or that of British colonial peoples. And yet, after consideration, it did seem to some
within the Society that South Africa’s predatory intentions towards her neighbour (South West Africa,
that is) raised fundamental moral questions on the subject of race with which British missionaries
should attempt to engage.

Consultation ensued between field and head office. LMS staff on the spot were certain that Tshekedi
was motivated, not by altruism, but by political aggrandisement. He was using the Society, they
suggested, for his own ends.11 (He had also contacted other London-based organisations, such as the
Anti-Slavery Society, to campaign on his behalf.) These reservations were overcome by consideration
in London of wider concerns. For LMS officials at head office the controversy offered a means of
demonstrating the responsiveness of British missionaries to the race question. (Their efforts did not
even have to be successful to achieve this aim.) The apparent irrelevance of South West Africa to
British colonial affairs could actually be turned to advantage. Missionaries could be seen to be
involved – however obliquely – with the race issue and at the same time circumvent the need for
direct criticism of South Africa. This latter point was of particular importance. British missionaries
were loath to criticise South Africa directly. They worried about embarrassing the British government.
But they particularly feared a backlash against missionary institutions within the Union. They were
aware of the belief amongst Protestants within South Africa who were not members of the Dutch
Reformed Church that “external” criticism would prove counter-productive to their own efforts to
challenge the government in Pretoria. The problem with a British missionary response to issues
involving South Africa was that it was just too “British. It was a difficulty that motivated the Foreign
Secretary of the LMS, the Rev. Ronald Orchard, whose responsibility it was to liase between
headquarters and mission field, to contact the International Missionary Council.

Being “international” in character the IMC appeared the ideal vehicle for missionary criticism of
South Africa. The reaction of its London Secretary, Dr. Norman Goodall, to the complexities of the
South West Africa situation was however one, in his own words, of ‘considerable bewilderment’. He
admitted that the IMC ‘at present lack[ed] both effective machinery and sufficient agreement on
which to base action’. The LMS, according to Goodall, would ‘have to handle its local problem...on
its own authority’.12 In terms of the world missionary movement South West Africa in 1946
represented an example of a little local difficulty. For British missionaries, especially those on the
scene, however, it formed instead one aspect of a series of interlocking geopolitical problems.
Whatever direction South African expansionism took, it seemed to them certain to lead to an overall
regional deterioration in race relations. British colonies would not, they felt certain, escape its effects.

* * *

The CBMS was content to allow the LMS to take a lead on the South West Africa issue. (Only later,
in 1949, would it approach the British government itself.) The Society’s tentative representations to
the Dominions Office ended in failure however (as did those of the Anti-Slavery Society). The issue
was now transformed by the intervention of the radical Anglican clergyman, the Rev. Michael Scott,
who would ultimately take the case of the Hereros to the UN personally. Scott’s passionate, outspoken
approach was the antithesis of the tentative, even diffident, methods of British missionaries and
marked a new and very different form of British Christian engagement with racial issues. Missionaries

                                                          
11 See Rev. F. J. Shaw to Rev. R. K. Orchard, 14 June 1946, CWM AF/30, File 47A.
12 Goodall to Orchard, 17 Dec. 1946, CWM AF/30, File 47B.
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wanted nothing to do with Scott, regarding him as ‘dangerous’. They were suspicious also of his
willingness to be associated with secular organisations such as the Fabian Colonial Bureau.13 But
developments within South Africa, particularly after the coming to power of the National party in
May 1948 and the introduction of apartheid, appeared to necessitate a new kind of response; as one
missionary strategist noted, it was ‘to the churches that the non-Europeans [we]re looking…for a bold
expression of opinion’.14 By the autumn of 1948 however British missionary attention began to be
diverted elsewhere, leaving South African affairs increasingly to the likes of Scott and other
concerned British clergymen.15

It was, again, its local presence that assured the involvement of the LMS in the case of Seretse
Khama. Seretse was the nephew of Tshekedi Khama and regent-in-waiting of the Bangwato. His
marriage in London in September 1948 to a white English woman, Ruth Williams, was the cause of
particular dismay in LMS circles, given their close association with his family (the Society had made
unavailing attempts to stop the ceremony taking place). The marriage appeared to threaten the validity
of his claim, and that of his heirs, to the regency and to be the likely cause of friction amongst the
Bangwato. As the LMS man on the spot reported, presciently, as it happened, ‘for the next few
months at least, probably years, there is going to be so much intrigue that any reasonable progress in
Tribal affairs will cease’.16 The union of Seretse and Ruth, in all its allegedly destabilising potential,
appeared likely to complicate affairs between South Africa and the High Commission Territories as a
whole and, by extension, affairs between South Africa and Britain. Apart from this factor, interracial
marriage was illegal within the Union; the marriage of Seretse and Ruth also represented an affront to
Afrikaner sensibilities. Missionary worries in this respect centred on the extent of the Dutch Reformed
Church’s influence upon the South African government. Its displeasure might well be translated into
retaliatory action by Pretoria against church and mission interests within the Union.

Problematic as the political aspects of the Seretse case appeared to the LMS, it was its intensely
public nature that most discomfited missionary staff in Britain, particularly the extent and the nature
of the press’s interest. Excessive publicity and, as it appeared to them, emotionalism seemed likely to
dispel any prospect of a calm and reasoned appraisal of the merits of the case.17 The LMS subjected
the Commonwealth Relations Office (or the CRO, as the Dominions Office had been renamed) to
energetic but discreet lobbying – to little effect. (Even after Seretse’s banishment in 1950 the
missionary response would continue to be characterised, in public at least, by restraint.) But the
Society’s apparent unwillingness to speak up in Seretse’s favour began to draw puzzled comment
from its supporters in Britain during 1949.18 There was a notable degree of concern with the
likelihood of South African influence on the British government’s response to the case. Surely this
necessitated a missionary response? One correspondent – to the CBMS – contrasted the ‘apparent
silence’ of British missionaries on any subject relating to South Africa with the outspoken (and
implicitly more useful) stand taken by Michael Scott.19 Ronald Orchard had already begun to have
personal doubts on this need for silence, believing that the issue of race should be seen by
missionaries as not necessarily linked to South Africa but forming a separate issue – one of Human
Rights (the UN’s Universal Declaration on Human Rights had been made in December 1948).20 But
British missionaries could not, and would not, adopt a more outwardly populist, and as they saw it, ill-
considered approach to such complicated issues. There was now however a danger that such
reluctance would make them appear increasingly out of step with public expectations, not merely in
Britain, but in Africa also.

                                                          
13 See Orchard to Rev. A. J. Haile, 3 Feb. 1949, CWM AF/40, File 83A and 17 May 1949, CWM AF/37, File
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17 See correspondence, March 1950, CWM AF/37, File 79B.
18 See, for example, Orchard to Rev. B. C. Plowright, 11 Oct. 1949, CWM AF/30, File 47D.
19 Rev. J. K. Whitehead to Canon H. M. Grace, 2 Dec. 1949, CBMS Box 296.
20 Orchard to Haile, 2 March 1949, CWM AF/40, File 83A.
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Behind the scenes British missionaries were formulating a collective response to changing
circumstances in Africa. In August 1949 the CBMS issued another major public statement “African
National Movements”, which expressed ‘deep sympathy and understanding’ for African nationalist
aspirations.21 British missionary and church leaders now also made plans to consolidate and co-
ordinate a distinct and distinctive response to colonial and racial issues – one that was to be quite
separate from the kind of response provided by secular agencies and by the likes of Michael Scott.
The British Council of Churches, a virtual bystander on issues of race and colonial nationalism since
its formation in 1942, now also began to adopt a more active role, especially through its International
Department, headed by former missionary Kenneth Grubb. Existing links between the Council and the
CBMS were strengthened by the formation in December 1949 of a new joint venture – the Race
Relations Group.22 By the end of the year, then, British church and missionary bodies appeared well
equipped to respond in a more co-ordinated way to issues of race and nationalism in African colonial
territories. The existence of new structures could not in themselves guarantee a co-ordinated response
however. The CBMS statement on African nationalism had taken all of two years to prepare, such had
been the variety of missionary opinion on the subject.23 Such variety would now become an
increasingly salient aspect of missionary deliberations on colonial issues.

The questions of South West Africa and of Seretse Khama were, in a sense, “local” issues, which had
acquired a wider importance due to the complexity of the political situation in southern Africa. They
were issues with which the LMS had become directly involved due to its presence on the ground. And
both national and international organisations had been content to allow the Society to take the lead on
the presentation of the missionary case to representatives of government. Both matters had however
occasioned disquiet within the LMS. There was uncertainty as to how the Society’s best interests
could be served by involvement with such overtly “political” issues, particularly given the difficulties
being experienced on the field by shortage of resources and increasing workloads. But missionary
officials in Britain such as Ronald Orchard were determined to keep “the big picture” in mind, not
merely with regard to the prioritisation of resources but with regard to the Society’s willingness (or
lack of willingness) to respond to political issues.

It was in 1949, principally via the issue of federation in central Africa, that the increasing – indeed,
unavoidable – importance of the missionary response to colonial issues would become apparent –
within the LMS at least. The Society, like every other western missionary society, was now feeling
the traumatic effects of revolution in China. The devaluation of sterling had caused yet further
financial anguish. More specifically, there was simply no escaping the continuing malevolent
influence of South Africa on missionary affairs, such as the announcement in March 1949 of a ban on
the attendance of non-Union pupils at South African schools.24 Such circumstances, regional and
international, general and specific, appeared – to some British missionaries – to emphasise the need
for more direct engagement with political affairs so that an increasingly beleaguered missionary
movement might at least begin to consolidate its position in at least some of the areas where it
operated.

For Ronald Orchard and his colleagues within the LMS moves towards the political federation of
central Africa demanded a missionary response on racial and humanitarian grounds. Such a stand
would be regarded, within the Society at least, as a historical undertaking in keeping with its past
exploits in these respects. It would prove however extremely difficult to convince the wider British
missionary movement of this necessity. Central African Federation would evoke a variety of reactions
amongst British Christians. It would arouse the interest and the participation of individuals as varied,
both personally and professionally, as Michael Scott and the Archbishop of Canterbury. Missionary
responses to federation would vary both within Societies and amongst Societies. Concerned officials,
such as Ronald Orchard, would find themselves grappling with the difficulty of reconciling the
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differing priorities of what one Scottish missionary described as their two ‘constituencies’ – those of
their supporters in Britain and their congregations in Africa.25

* * *

One of the duties of a missionary Foreign Secretary was to visit the mission fields on a reasonably
regular basis. Ronald Orchard had made his first visit to the LMS Africa field in 1947-48. Of all that
he had seen there, it had been the situation in Southern Rhodesia that had most worried him. There
appeared little evidence of the kind of inter-missionary co-operation found on the Copperbelt. The
Rhodesian government was displaying an increasingly interventionist approach towards education
policy. Most worryingly, especially in the light of moves towards federation, the territory’s race
relations or ‘social attitudes’, as Orchard described them, appeared ‘worse than anywhere else in
Africa’.26 The opinion amongst missionaries appears to have been that while Afrikaners possessed a
rationale, of sorts, for their racial policies, Rhodesians had no such “excuse”. A conference of settler
leaders took place at Victoria Falls in February 1949. Federation of the Rhodesians and Nyasaland
became an agreed strategy, the idea of amalgamation proving unacceptable to the Labour government
in London. The attainment of federation, Ronald Orchard felt, might be the first step on the road to
Dominion status and the complete loss of any official ameliorating influence from Britain upon
Rhodesian attitudes to race (Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland being at this time the responsibility of
the Colonial Office). The implications for its African population, and for those of its neighbouring
territories, were ominous. Orchard felt that British missionary societies had a duty to press, at the very
least, for a process of ‘consultation’ or for ‘safeguards’ for the African population. Even with regard
to these limited aims, he thought it likely that missionaries could secure what he hoped would be ‘a
good deal of public backing and...some support privately in the Colonial Office’.27

But while their Foreign Secretary might be convinced of the need for missionary lobbying of
government, for at least some LMS staff in the field federation (even without “consultation”)
appeared to promise more good than ill, either through economic growth or as a barrier to
Afrikanerdom and Communism. This was an issue which would become bedevilled by ambiguity.
The main concern of British missionaries would be the likelihood of federation’s “imposition”
without African “consultation”. They did not object – in the main – to the idea of federation as such.
But the protection of African interests was not, from the metropolitan point of view at least, the sole
reason for missionary involvement in the issue. Vacillation on the federation question would, it was
feared, lead to a loss of missionary credibility in central and southern Africa. The LMS, with
extensive interests in the region, could not risk the spread of disaffection amongst Africans. Ronald
Orchard informed Norman Goodall in March 1949 that ‘African opinion is watching to see what line
the Christian Church will take...If the church remains silent they will conclude that it is too identified
with the status quo to give a lead any more and will turn to secular agencies’28 Missionaries were, it
seems, beginning to realise that they were in effect competing for the attention and the loyalty of their
“constituents” in the field.

Inevitably, it took time for LMS concern to be transmitted amongst the wider missionary movement.
By October 1950, Ronald Orchard, now worried about the effect of Afrikaner immigration into the
Rhodesias, contemplated whether the Churches should not ‘press the British Government to take a
much stronger line with the Union’ on this issue.29 Missionary representations on Southern Rhodesian
affairs had to be made to the CRO, towards which, incidentally, British missionaries felt less than well
disposed. Their preference was to work, where possible, with the Colonial Office. The
Commonwealth Office was perceived as displaying a tendency towards appeasement of Rhodesian

                                                          
25 Rev. J. W. C. Dougall to Greaves, 17 March 1952, ‘Correspondence with Societies, 1952-53: Scotland’ file,
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28 Orchard to Goodall, 21 March 1949, CWM AF/40, File 80A.
29 Orchard to Haile, 18 Oct. 1950, CWM AF/40, File 83B.
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settler ambitions.30 In November 1951 the CBMS issued a statement on federation. It was a carefully
and cautiously worded document. It did not commit the British missionary movement to a definite
position on the issue. It reflected instead a growing diversity of opinion on federation, and more
crucially, an apparent lack of ability to reach a consensus on a response to the proposals currently
evolving in discussions between British and Rhodesian political leaders.31 By then however the
Conservative electoral victory of October 1951 had ensured a change of government in London. The
subsequent speeding up of the process of federation would leave British missionaries with an even
greater need to respond to that process but with less time and – significantly – with less opportunity to
do so.

* * *

The fate of Seretse Khama was intertwined with the proposals for political federation in central
Africa. In deference to South Africa, and to facilitate progress towards federation, Seretse’s
banishment, originally, in 1950, for a period of five years, was made ‘permanent and final’ in March
1952. Orchard was aghast, believing that officials in the CRO had taken leave of their senses. He
presumed an upsurge in racial tensions. Colleagues appeared less convinced. The LMS Africa
Committee was divided as to how the Society should respond. Indeed, Orchard himself had become
increasingly concerned at the amount of LMS time, energy and expense being devoted to Seretse
Khama.32 But now the Archbishop of Canterbury, Geoffrey Fisher (head of the British Council of
Churches), became involved in the issues of Seretse and federation. The BCC and the CBMS mounted
two joint delegations, one to the Colonial Office (in April) and one to the CRO (in May). These
meetings would prove crucial in the shaping of the ongoing missionary response to federation.

The spring and early summer of 1952 would see the intensification of public interest in the federation
question following Seretse’s banishment and the publication in June of a White Paper. Debate would
become increasingly polarised, in Parliament and in the shape of rival pressure groups such as the
United Central Africa Association – in favour of federation – and the Africa Bureau – with Michael
Scott – opposed. The British government was particularly concerned about church and missionary
attitudes to federation, especially in light of the strong British missionary presence in central Africa. It
was for this reason that Colonial Office Minister of State Alan Lennox-Boyd and Commonwealth
Secretary Lord Salisbury sought to disarm church and missionary anxieties about the proposals. BCC
and CBMS delegates attending meetings with the ministers were given to understand that the decision
to extend Seretse’s banishment and to proceed swiftly with federation were motivated by fears of
South African secession from the Commonwealth.33

These meetings, following on from a CBMS meeting with Southern Rhodesian Prime Minister
Godfrey Huggins in London in January, served to clarify Ronald Orchard’s strategy. The cause of
Seretse Khama was now effectively lost. What Orchard described as an ‘all out campaign’ by
missionaries in Britain and Africa should now take place to ensure that some form of consultation, at
least, should take place to allay African concerns about federation.34 Such a campaign would, in the
event, prove impossible to organise given the diversity of opinion on the proposals amongst
missionaries in Africa and in Britain. Government officials such as Commonwealth Assistant Under-
secretary of State Herbert Baxter were, on the other hand, making assiduous efforts to persuade
members of the BCC and the CBMS of the benefits of federation. The potential lobbyists were finding
themselves the subject of lobbying by civil servants. In addition, Kenneth Grubb of the BCC kept
officials in Whitehall informed of shifts in missionary opinion on federation. This combination of

                                                          
30 See, particularly, Greaves to Rev. R. D. Rees, 11 Sept. 1950, ‘Race Relations Group Correspondence’ file,
CBMS Box 573.
31 A copy of the statement is in CWM AF/34, File 37A.
32 See Orchard to Haile, 28 March 1952, CWM AF/32, File 35C and 8 April 1952, CWM AF/33, File 35D.
33 See Orchard to Haile, 16 April 1952, CWM AF/34, File 37B and 12 May 1952, CWM AF/33, File 35E.
34 Orchard to Haile, 12 May 1952, CWM AF/33, File 35E.
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circumstances would, throughout the latter half of 1952, lead, with one notable exception, to a
diminution of British missionary ability to influence government plans for central Africa.

Government worries about the possibility of missionary opposition to federation within central Africa
itself were calmed, momentarily at least, by Colonial Office Minister Henry Hopkinson’s report of his
tour of the region in August 1952. A ‘majority’ of missions, he reported, ‘favour Federation and many
will work for it actively but not openly…even members of the Church of Scotland Mission whom I
met at Livingstonia and Blantyre [in Nyasaland] are not unanimous in [their] opposition’.35 Within a
week of the issue of Hopkinson’s anodyne report the Colonial Office learned from the Chief Secretary
of Nyasaland that certain Scottish missionaries were now showing ‘rather too much direct interest in
the federation dispute...it would be preferable if they adopted the more correct standpoint which has
been taken by the other [Roman Catholic and Anglican] Missions’.36 The ‘more correct standpoint’
was described as one of being “on side” [or perhaps “on message” in present-day jargon]. Subsequent
Colonial Office inquiries in Scotland revealed the extent of divisions within the Church. While it was
possible to identify elements that appeared to the official mind as ‘moderate and reasonable’, the
faction in Nyasaland, as one official noted, ‘seem[ed] to be able to do what it likes’. 37 The influence
of this faction would become the cause of increasing anxiety in government circles.

Early in 1953 Scottish Conservative MPs expressed their worries to London. As far as the voting
public in Scotland was concerned, the phrase “Central African Federation” had acquired an entirely
negative connotation, quite the opposite of that intended and promoted so assiduously by
government.38 From Henry Hopkinson’s viewpoint such negativity might prove dangerously
infectious. Conservative MPs outside Scotland were also receiving letters of concern from their
constituents. The possibility existed, Hopkinson noted, of ‘the build up of a strong and emotional
opposition in this country’ to federation.39 Whatever the grounds for this concern, it was soon shared
by the Secretaries of State. In late February 1953 Oliver Lyttelton, the Colonial Secretary, wrote to
Lord Swinton, Salisbury’s successor at the CRO, ‘I have become increasingly worried about the drift
of opinion in this country about Central African Federation. . .I think that we shall have to move fairly
fast if we are to stop the rot’.40 He suggested beginning in Scotland.

A ‘plan of campaign’ (as it was described) was duly formulated amongst officials in the Colonial
Office and the CRO.41 In a curious inversion of the missionary role government officials travelled to
Scotland to spread the good word about federation to religious organisations. They met with a mixed
response. The Women’s branch of the Foreign Missions Committee of the Church of Scotland proved
a particularly hostile audience; they were described as ‘even more rabid than the male branch, and less
susceptible to facts’.42 The malign influence of Michael Scott was detected on the wife of a Divinity
Professor at St. Andrew’s; she was described as ‘an able and no doubt unconsciously unscrupulous
propagandist’.43 Officials appeared relieved to have been able to make a safe return to London. Their
efforts did not however go unrewarded. The influence of an incoming Moderator favourably inclined
to federation was sufficient to see the Church of Scotland’s General Assembly recommend in May
1953 that federation be given ‘a fair trial’. While those would not be the last words from Scotland on
the subject they were sufficient for the meantime to draw expressions of satisfaction from government
officials in London. 44

                                                          
35 Hopkinson report, 23 September 1953, PRO (Public Record Office) File DO 35/6759.
36 C. W. Footman to J. E. Marnham, 4 Oct. 1952, PRO File CO 1015/777.
37 Marnham to Footman, 11 Nov. 1952, CO 1015/777.
38 See C. Y. Carstairs memo, 12 Feb. 1953, CO 1015/777.
39 Hopkinson minute, 16 Feb. 1953, CO 1027/36.
40 Lyttleton to Swinton, 23 Feb. 1956, DO 35/6726.
41 Salisbury memo, 26 Feb. 1953, DO 35/6726.
42 Carstairs minute, 7 March 1953, CO 1027/37.
43 Carstairs minute, 9 March 1953, CO 1027/36.
44 See D. Williams minute, 19 June 1953, DO 35/6794B.
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As for the more general missionary response in Britain; that, to Ronald Orchard’s way of thinking had
become by November 1952 increasingly characterised by equivocation. Missionaries, he observed,
seemed ‘very ready to say quite a lot about. . .race relations in general and in a rather theoretical
fashion but tend to run away from a concrete political issue like the present one’.45 Even within the
LMS the issue remained problematic. ‘To oppose Federation’, Orchard wrote, ‘. . .on the grounds that
there is strong African opposition to it renders us liable to be charged with supporting Nkumbula [the
Northern Rhodesian nationalist leader]. . .On the other hand merely to stand aside and to allow
Federation to be imposed. . .seems likely to lead to a progressive deterioration in race relations. We
are at present busy trying to find a middle course between these two’.46

The idea of a missionary ‘middle course’ on the subject of federation was an unfortunate myth. Since
1949 Orchard had been hoping for the articulation of a “moderate” African voice on federation. The
proposals had not however had a “moderating” effect upon African Christian opinion; they had served
instead to radicalise it, especially in the two northern territories. Missionaries on the ground unwilling
to criticise the proposals found themselves caught, as one author has noted with regard also to certain
Northern Rhodesian Chiefs, ‘between hammer and anvil’.47 Federation, ostensibly a political issue,
had also created the opportunity for African Christians to criticise more openly the slow pace of
reform and devolution of responsibility to Africans within the churches. As for the secular middle
ground; that, insofar as it existed, had been colonised by Godfrey Huggins who, for settler and British
government alike, was the only figure capable of dominating the infinite ideological space between
African and Afrikaner. As for government in London, just as it had reached an accommodation with
Huggins, it would do the same, where the religious aspect of the federal issue was concerned, not with
the Conference of British Missionary Societies, but with the British Council of Churches.

In February 1953 Kenneth Grubb wrote to Henry Hopkinson regarding an upcoming meeting between
churchmen and officials on the federation question. ‘My own impression, indeed my own knowledge,
is that Church leaders are acutely divided on this matter. . .I think, therefore, there is a great
opportunity for you to commend the scheme and to influence waverers. . .I should add that I myself
hold a private letter from the Archbishop of Canterbury, in which he states that he is absolutely
convinced that federation is right and begs me to use my influence in this direction’. 48 Fisher’s
conviction of the rightness of federation had however taken some time to evolve. In October 1952 his
personal intervention, through the letters pages of The Times, in order to remonstrate with Godfrey
Huggins on the subject of the African Affairs Board had caused consternation in the Colonial Office.
Criticism emanating from such a respectable source had the potential to be, as one official noted,
‘immeasurably more serious than “any number of Fabians or Michael Scotts”’.49 Fisher’s
forthrightness contrasted with missionary equivocation; he would ultimately decide to give the British
government the benefit of the doubt regarding their assurances on “partnership” in central Africa.50

The British Council of Churches duly issued a public statement in April 1953 in which tacit approval
(albeit with reservations) was effectively given to the government’s proposals. Of the Archbishop’s
invaluable contribution Lord Swinton remarked, ‘He really has done much more than we c[oul]d
reasonably expect when he had all the Coronation Service on his hands’.51 It was, in the end, a
capacity for decisiveness coupled with quality of political contacts which ensured that it would be the
BCC and not the CBMS which would have the last word on behalf of mainstream British Christian
opinion on this most contentious colonial issue.

* * *

                                                          
45 Orchard to Haile, 10 Nov. 1952, CWM AF/34, File 37D.
46 Orchard to Rev. H. J. Barnes, 11 Sept. 1952, CWM AF/34, File 37D.
47 At Ipenburg, ‘All Good Men’: The Development of Lubwa Mission, Chinsali, Zambia, 1905-67 (Frankfurt,
1992), 216.
48 Grubb to Hopkinson, 3 Feb. 1953, CO1015/775.
49 W. L. Gorell Barnes minute, 20 Oct. 1952, CO 1015/775.
50 See Edward Carpenter, Archbishop Fisher: His Life and Times (Norwich, 1991), 511-12.
51 Swinton minute, 21 March 1953, DO 35/6794A. A copy of the BCC statement is in CWM AF/34, File 37B.
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During the inter-war period British missionaries had appeared uniquely well equipped to serve the
perceived interests of Africans, the interests of the colonial state and the Christian humanitarian
conscience in Britain. Their capabilities in each of these areas were subjected to a variety of pressures
in the period between 1945 and 1953. Of all these pressures it was perhaps those with which
missionaries on the ground were most concerned, shortages of money and manpower, which were
least important. British missionary societies had always proved reasonably adept at responding to
changing circumstances; the period since the mid-1920s had after all been one of chronic financial
uncertainty.

It was the continuing relevance of the missionary movement to a colonial system undergoing
unprecedented change that appeared most at risk. The wartime and early post-war engagement with
the issue of South African expansionism may be seen as an attempt by British missionaries to assert
(or reassert) their moral and religious authority by way of the race issue. Given the propensity of
events in southern Africa for swift and unpredictable change, this was a risky strategy.  (The issue of
South West Africa was dropped as readily as it was picked up by the CBMS when South African
attention turned again to the High Commission Territories.52) Missionaries, even within a Society,
could not as a rule respond quickly to changing circumstances. One correspondent of the LMS likened
the international missionary movement in 1950 to a caterpillar in that all the legs had to agree to move
together first before they could begin to move at all.53 In truth, though, a tendency towards internal
disagreement, if not outright fisiparousness, has always been characteristic of Protestant
organisations. Many events were in any case outside the influence, never mind the control, of the
missionary societies. The missionary movement itself was undergoing considerable organisational
change at this time.

A new post-war secular political emphasis on nations and states (as seen in the creation of the United
Nations), rather than on empires and colonies was paralleled by an increasing emphasis within world
Protestantism on church, rather than on mission affairs (as seen in the creation in 1948 of the World
Council of Churches). This shift in emphasis fuelled the growth of an existing spirit of independence
amongst African churches under mission control. Before 1939 there had been much talk of the need
for devolution of church affairs to indigenous peoples. But the immediate post-war period brought
little overall change in that direction. More than any other issue it would be that of federation in
central Africa which would emphasise this question of the relevance of the missionary church in
Africa to the lives of the people it sought to serve.

An eminent British missionary, writing on the subject of federation, has noted its importance to many
African Christians; it represented perhaps ‘the ultimate test of the integrity of European church
leaders’.54 But those leaders had, since the late 1940s begun to sound, as he has also noted, ‘a more
equivocal note’ on such matters, partly in deference to the sensibilities of a growing white immigrant
presence in their congregations. (And also, perhaps, in deference to the sensibilities of their supporters
and their churches in Britain.) Now, it appeared, ‘their calling was to be umpires rather than
champions of one side’.55 British missionaries’ inclination towards moderation and the middle ground
left them unable to satisfy either their own expectations or the expectations of many of those
connected with them on the issue of federation and on other issues besides. Beset as they were, like
colonial administrators and government ministers, by such a plethora of problems in the post-war
world, not all British missionaries may have realised what appeared from a more distant vantage as
the starkness of the choices facing them in the aftermath of the Second World War. As the contributor
to an Australian missionary periodical noted, shortly after the ending of the war in Europe, ‘The

                                                          
52 See Grace to P. C. Gordon-Walker, 25 April 1949, DO 35/4015.
53 Dr. Eleanor Shepheard to Orchard, 11 Oct. 1950, CWM AF/40, File 83B.
54 John V. Taylor in John V. Taylor and Dorothea A. Lehmann, Christians of the Copperbelt: The Growth of the
Church in Northern Rhodesia (London, 1961), 153.
55 Taylor, 161.
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question is not, What will we do with China, India and Africa? But rather, What will China, India and
Africa do with us?’56

                                                          
56 Rev. John W. Burton, ‘Post-War Missions: Some Guesses’, The Missionary Review, Sydney (July 1945),
CBMS Box 21.


